
Nightfall brings 
nightmares, fear 
of death in Rome
CASAL PALOCCO: Doctors and nurses at
the Casalpalocco hospital on Rome’s out-
skirts mill silently around coronavirus pa-
tients lying motionless on their beds
surrounded by machines monitoring their
vital signs. Medical staff adhere to strict se-
curity protocols. Each is clad from head to
foot in a hooded white protective suit, hands
ensconced in latex gloves while a mask and
wrap around goggles protect the face.
Nurses regularly clean their gloves with dis-
infectant gel. One at a time, they head out
for a gasp of fresh air - yet even the bird-
song cannot make them forget their patients
for a moment. Some try to relax with a nerv-
ous drag on a cigarette. 

Clad in a white overall, hospital director
Antonino Marchese paints a difficult pic-
ture. He tells AFP: “The number of infected
patients is certainly higher than that given
out every evening in the published official
tally because many patients placed them-
selves in isolation without being tested.
They are at home and getting slowly better.
“Other patients have probably been in-
fected and not even realised it and have re-
covered,” says Marchese, a shock of white
hair framing a face half covered by a mask.
“The number of people infected is higher
than they say,” he concludes.

Though a semblance of calm is in evi-
dence in the intensive care unit, Marchese
acknowledges the problems of shortages.
“Unfortunately, we were not well prepared,”
he says, adding that a sudden and mass con-
sumption spree of some staple products
which followed the first cases had been a
problem and “it is only now that factories
are reconverting (production) to supply us.

One coronavirus sufferer who recovered is
Fabio Biferali,a 65-year-old cardiologist
from Rome who spent eight days “isolated
from the world” in intensive care at Rome’s
Policlinico Umberto I.

Creeping fears of death 
“I had strange pains. Being a doctor I

said it was pneumonia. It was like having a
marmoset on your back,” Biferali recalled. “I
can’t talk about this experience without cry-
ing. Tears come easily to me. “Being a doc-
tor helped me come through the pain. The
treatment for the oxygen therapy is painful,
looking for the radial artery is difficult. Des-
perate other patients were crying out,
‘enough, enough’,” he said. “The worst thing
was nighttime. I couldn’t sleep, anxiety
flooded the room. During the day, the doc-
tors, maintenance staff came by, people dis-
tributing the food.

“At night, the nightmares came, death

lurked. “As I was not sleeping I was count-
ing the breaths of the guy in the next bed
with my telephone’s stopwatch. I made it my
job to pay attention to him. That way, I for-
got about myself,” he added.  He recalled
that the medical staff “were completely cov-
ered, their feet, hands, head. I could only see
their eyes - affectionate eyes - behind their
glass mask. I could only hear their voices.
Many were young, frontline doctors. It was
a moment of hope.”

Asked what he had missed during those
days, Biferali said his relatives. “I was afraid
I would never see them again, of dying with-
out being able to hold them by the hand. I
was letting desperation flood through me....”
He says he has learnt one lesson from his
experience: “From now on I shall fight for
public health. You can’t treat it as a bean
counting exercise and leave it in the hands
of the politicians. “We have to defend one
of the world’s best health systems.” — AFP 

BRUSSELS: An EU summit to conceive an economic
plan against the coronavirus impact instead unearthed
the union’s deep and historic divisions, with Spain and
Italy hurt by Dutch insensitivity. The bloc’s 27 leaders
met for six hours by videoconference on Thursday,
with Rome and Madrid pleading their partners to do
everything possible to deal with the crisis.

In Europe, more than 10,000 people have died
from the COVID-19 virus, with Italy and Spain each
counting more deaths than China, where the outbreak
began. To slow the spread, Europe’s economy has
been put into something like a coma, with restaurants
closed, tourism dead and millions of workers tele-
working while children are stuck at home from school.
The state of affairs is especially dire for Italy, a coun-
try saddled with two trillion euros in debt, a teetering
banking system and where anti-EU populists are a
constant threat to stable government.

Italy’s request is simple: to keep market speculators
at bay, the country wants to pool its own borrowing
with that of its euro-zone partners through a newly
designed instrument it calls “corona bonds”.  This
would ease the burden of crisis spending by spreading
the hit across the 19 members of the single currency
in an unprecedented act of European solidarity. Ahead

of the summit, nine of the EU’s 27 members backed
the idea, including France, Ireland and Portugal.

‘Completely unconscious’ 
But it was not to be, with northern countries, led by

the Netherlands, refusing to consider it and thus re-
viving bitter quarrels dating
back to the debt crisis be-
tween the EU’s richer and
poorer members. Leaders
agreed only that finance
ministers would meet again
in two weeks to discuss op-
tions, leaving Rome and its
allies fuming. 

“This type of response is
completely ignorant and
this recurring pettiness
completely undermines
what makes up the spirit of the European Union,” said
Portuguese Prime Minister Antonio Costa, pointing to
the Netherlands. It “represents a threat to the future
of the European Union,” he said. Italian newspapers
decried an “ugly Europe” with politicians wondering
if the EU project had lost all sense of purpose. “A cow-

ardly Europe, like the one we saw yesterday, will be
overwhelmed by the coronavirus,” said Antonio Tajani,
the Italian former head of the European Parliament.

Analyst Eric Maurice of the Schuman foundation
said the summit debacle “saw the return of a Europe
divided into two camps, the North against the South,

but this time with the added
dimension of literal life and
death.” In other words, a
battle between the histori-
cally rich countries with
sound finances that are able
to withstand a crisis, and the
EU states deemed to be
more lax about public
spending such as Italy and
Spain, which are more vul-
nerable. 

‘Catastrophe’ 
As far as southern Europe is concerned, the bad

guy in the story is Wopke Hoekstra, the Netherlands’
blunt talking finance minister who often criticizes Italy
for economic mismanagement. Hoekstra is understood
to also be speaking for Germany’s CDU, the party of

German Chancellor Angela Merkel which is stuck in a
tense coalition with left-leaning social-democrats and
unable to openly criticise debtor nations.

Hoekstra and his allies insists that any aid to Italy
and Spain would have to take place via a bailout,
which comes after a crash on the debt markets and
with the strict condition that countries reform. “Are
the countries now advocating corona bonds willing
to relinquish sovereignty?” asked conservative Bel-
gian MEP Johan Van Overtveldt, a former Belgian fi-
nance minister. “Only if the answer to this question is
unambiguously ‘yes’ does this discussion make any
sense,” he said.

But backers of sharing the burden insist that the
coronavirus affects everyone and that demands for
labor reform or pension cuts are grossly off topic when
thousands are dying and hospitals overwhelmed. “This
is a time for European solidarity. If the continent does
not stand together now, the European project might
never recover,” said historian Adam Tooze and econo-
mist Moritz Schularick in an op-ed piece in the
Guardian. “The writing is on the wall... Italy will not be
able to respond to the crisis in the same way that other
countries can. It is at risk of an economic depression on
top of a humanitarian catastrophe,” they wrote. — AFP 
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MADRID: A homeless man sleeps in a deserted street in Madrid amid a national lockdown to fight the spread of the COVID-19 coronavirus. The death toll in Spain soared over 4,800 after 769 people died in 24 hours, in
what was a record one-day figure for fatalities in the country. — AFP 

COVID-19 plan revives old disputes 
Italian newspapers decry ‘ugly Europe’
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Europe

‘Corona 
criminals’ prey
on Europe’s
virus fears 
THE HAGUE: From trafficking dodgy
surgical masks to peddling counterfeit
medicines and running internet scams,
criminals are finding ways to profit from
the coronavirus crisis, European police
warn. With billions of people under
lockdown in their homes and borders
shut, police chiefs say criminals are find-
ing it hard to make money out of “tradi-
tional” activities like burglary and drug
smuggling. Instead they are preying on
people’s fears of the COVID-19 pan-
demic to sell them substandard protec-
tive goods or trick people out of their
cash online, warned Europe’s police
agency Europol.

“Criminals are just interested in one
question: ‘how can I make more
money?’,” Europol director Catherine
De Bolle told AFP in an interview.  “This
is why they are now abusing the pan-
demic to change their way of working.”
Police around the world seized 34,000
counterfeit surgical masks in one major
operation targeting so-called “corona
criminals” earlier this month, Europol
said in a report Friday. “Fraudsters have
been very quick to adapt well-known
fraud schemes to capitalize on the anx-
ieties and fears of victims throughout
the crisis,” the report added.

‘Decrease in break-ins’ 
In many European countries, police

have reported a dramatic drop in com-
mon criminal behavior. Spanish police
said there had been a roughly 50 per-

cent drop in criminal offences compared
to a year earlier since the country was
put on a near total lockdown on March
14. “There is no doubt that confinement
makes crime more difficult,” said the
deputy director of Spain’s Guardia Civil
police force, Laurentino Cena.  Sweden
too said it had seen burglaries drop since
people were asked to work at home.
Sales of street drugs have also dropped
sharply in many countries since the out-
break as authorities shut borders and re-
strict the movement of people. —AFP 

SERIATE, Italy: Pallbearers bring the coffin of deceased person to be stored into the
church of San Giuseppe in Seriate, near Bergamo, Lombardy during the country’s lock-
down following the COVID-19 new coronavirus pandemic. — AFP 

STUTTGART: An information board
reading ‘Corona Protection - Please
follow the rules absolutely!’ stands at
a federal highway in Stuttgart, south-
ern Germany as public life has been
limited to combat the coronavirus
pandemic. — AFP 


